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Results

Introduction Procedures
Shown 5 food packaging photos and 1 food 
label for 20 seconds while hooked up to the 

Mirametrix S2 eyetracker. Proceeded 
through assessments.

Assessments
Self Efficacy

Nutritional Knowledge
Daily Eating Habits

Participants
● 29 Participants

● 7 Males; 22 Females 
● Mean Age: 20.8 years old

Hypotheses

● College students will be either a “Plate person” 
or “Percentage person” when it comes to 
nutritional choices
○ The majority of college students will be plate 

people

College students fall into two 
cohorts: plate or percentage. 
Among these two cohorts,  the 
majority of students showed a 
preference for a “plate”or visual 
representation of a balanced diet. 
Additionally, there was a positive 
correlation between college 
students’ nutritional knowledge 
and consumption of a  balanced 
diet. There was no significant 
relationship between SES and 
nutritional knowledge, SES and 
food label viewing, and SES and self 
efficacy. 

Resources

Variable p-value r-value

Nutritional 
Knowledge

0.94 -0.02

Food Label 
Viewing

0.49 0.13

Self Efficacy 
(SE)

0.77 0.06

Variables Correlated with SES
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Higher nutritional knowledge correlates with consumption 
of a balanced diet;  p = 0.04, r = 0.38 

No relationships were statistically significant

A nutrition class did not have a statistically significant effect 
on nutrition knowledge; p = 0.05

Conclusion

Future Research

69% of college students were plate people

● How can nutritional labels be 
made more effective? 

● How can nutritional classes be 
improved?

● Does biological sex have an effect 
on plate vs percentage 
preferences?

● Has social media contributed to 
an overall more visual 
representation of a healthy diet?

It is theorized that “plate people” 
will prioritize a visually balanced 
meal (logic of thinking their meal 
is healthy if it has many colors, 
food groups, etc) and “percent 
people” will prioritize a 
mathematically balanced meal 
(logic of thinking their meal is 
healthy if there is a certain 
percentage of protein, less than a 
certain amount of sugar, etc). 
Based on personal 
communication with a dietary 
professional, it was concluded 
that college students will fall into 
either of these 2 cohorts 5. This 
was further supported by the data 
collected through a pilot study, in 
which 75% of the students 
aligned with the “plate” cohort 
while 25% aligned with the 
“percent” cohort.

Literature supports the following 
relationships:
● ⬆SES (socioeconomic status) → 
⬆Healthy Eating Beliefs → 
⬆Self Esteem 2

● Positive Thoughts about 
Healthy Lifestyle in Teens 
→⬇Negative Feelings → 
Healthier Lifestyle Behaviors 1

● Low SES → Multivitamin 
Deficiency and ⬇Diet Quality 3

● ⬆Nutritional Knowledge → 
⬆Focus on Important 
Information in Food Label → 
⬆Adequate Decision Making 4
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